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Abstract – We experimentally demonstrate a magnifying wire medium (WM) prism hyper-
lens at THz frequencies. The different lengths of wire in the prism have different resonance
frequencies, so that there is no frequency at which a good image is possible. We show that using
spatially varying time gating or frequency convolution the resonant response can be removed
and experimentally demonstrate sub-diffraction magnified imaging of a sub-wavelength double
aperture.

I. INTRODUCTION

The diffraction limit is a fundamental restriction of any conventional imaging systems, preventing sub-wavelength
details to be transmitted in the far-field. To overcome the diffraction limit, hyperbolic metamaterials can be used
since they have large anisotropy leading to a hyperbolic dispersion relation [1] and support propagating extraor-
dinary waves containing high spatial frequencies. At low frequencies, in the canalization regime, all spatial fre-
quencies propagate with identical phase velocity, so that images propagate without diffraction or distortion over
many wavelengths [2]. To date, in order to magnify images to the far-field, different designs of hyperlenses have
been reported [3-4], including sub-wavelength alternating layers of metal and dielectric in a cylindrical geometry.
At THz and lower frequencies hyperlenses can be made using WM which have low loss [5]. In 2013 Tuniz et al.,
experimentally demonstrated both magnifying and non-magnifying hyperlens using the fiber drawing technique
[6]. The magnifying hyperlens was made using a tapered section of WM, however, fabrication of such large tapers
is a challenging issue.

Most previous designs for image magnification rely on either curved geometry or tapering of the medium, which
can be difficult to fabricate. Here, we experimentally demonstrate a prism design of magnifying hyperlens anal-
ogous to an early design for magnifying hyperlens based on layered media [3]. The main advantage of the prism
geometry is that it does not rely on curved geometry or tapering, making the fabrication relatively simpler at low
frequencies.

In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate transmission of near-field information through the hyperlens,
however, our experiments show the existence of imaging artefacts due to reflections supported by the WM. In
order to eliminate the reflections, we use position dependent convolution so that broad-band imaging is achieved.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1(a) shows a schematic of the magnifying WM prism hyperlens. The wires within the hyperlens are
directed along z-axis and we measure the fields near to the elongated side of the hyperlens. The length of the
longest wire is Ll = 3 mm, that of the shortest wire is Ls = 1.56 mm and the length difference between consecutive
wires is 90 µm. Such a geometry will provide a two-fold magnified image at the output. The WM presented here
contains 443 indium wires, arranged in hexagonal lattice, with an average 10 µm diameter and 50 µm pitch at
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Fig. 1: (a) Schematic of the prism design of magnifying hyperlens. The diameter of the apertures is 200 µm with
inner edge-to-edge separation of 100 µm. (b) Microscopy image of the side view of the fabricated hyperlens.

the fiber end, hosted in the Zeonex. As a dielectric Zeonex is chosen because it has relatively low loss at THz
frequencies. We use an inexpensive technique to produce the final shape of the hyperlens. For this, we take a
PMMA template of thickness ∼2 mm, and then cut this template with the required angle. After that, we drill a
hole ∼1.5 mm into the template, insert the fiber into it. Figure 1(b) shows microscopy image of side view of the
fabricated hyperlens. Finally, to get good flatness at both ends of the fiber, we polish both sides using regular
polishing paper. We characterize the transmission properties of the hyperlens via time resolved THz time domain
spectroscopy [7]. In the experiment, two sub-wavelength apertures are placed in direct contact with the input
side of the hyperlens. The size of the apertures are 200 µm with inner edge-to-edge separation of 100 µm, such
dimensions are below the diffraction limit over the frequency range considered, i.e., 0.2 - 0.6 THz. x-polarized
THz pulses are used to excite the apertures, while near-field information is measured at the elongated side of the
hyperlens using near-field detector antenna. Figure 2(a) shows the experimental frequency dependent near-field
intensity profile, which is normalized with the input pulse spectrum.

Fig. 2: (a,b) Experimental frequency dependent profile and temporal intensity profile along the u-axis through
the middle of the hyperlens. (c) Experimental intensity profile after applying the space dependent convolution.
Intensity (y=0) at 0.47 THz (d) before convolution and (e) after convolution.
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From the intensity profile, we see two intensity maxima locating the apertures positions, indicating that our
device is capable of separating feature sizes below the diffraction limit. The horizontal dotted lines in Fig. 2(c)
indicates location of the imaged apertures, providing a two-fold magnified image. In spite of the strong field con-
centration at the apertures position, we also see deterioration of the image at some frequencies. This deterioration
of image is due to the resonances of the individual wires. Since the fields take different time to reach the output
interface, the temporal intensity profile appears slanted. From the temporal profile the main pulse and first reflec-
tions can be seen, whereas the intensity of the first reflection is very weak, and is separated by 16.0 ± 0.5 ps to the
main pulse. We observe that such low intensity reflections can degrade the image quality, see the vertical dotted
line in Fig. 2(a).

It is known that, for straight uniform WM, high quality images can be obtained at the Fabry-Perot resonances
(FPRs) of the wires, however, away from such resonances images deteriorate [6]. Kaltenecker et al., experimen-
tally demonstrated that such image deterioration is due to the reflections supported by the WM, and is possible to
eliminate the subsequent reflections by appropriate time-gating [8]. However, for prism geometry where wires are
of varying lengths, this results in different resonance frequencies of individual wires. As a consequence, there is
no frequency at which imaging is good. In that particular geometry, time gating of ultra-short pulses needs to be
adjusted according to the varying length of each wire. In the frequency domain such time-gating can be approxi-
mated by space dependent convolution [7]. Figure 2(c) shows frequency dependent intensity profile after applying
the position dependent convolution method. The intensity (at y=0) at 0.47 THz is plotted in Fig. 2(d), which is
difficult to interpret, and after applying the convolution method two apertures can be clearly separated, Fig. 2(e),
leading to a significant improvement in imaging.

III. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a magnifying wire medium prism hyperlens is presented which does not rely on tapering for
image magnification, and is easier to fabricate. We have experimentally demonstrated that the hyperlens can
separate two sub-wavelength apertures, providing a two-fold magnified image at the output. Magnification of the
hyperlens can be scaled up by properly adjusting the prism angle. However, imaging from such hyperlenses is not
perfect: reflections supported by the WM distort the image quality. For this, we have adapted a space dependent
filtering technique equivalent to spatially variable time gating and demonstrated it yields so broad-band imaging.
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